
 

 

 

 

 

Over the last two weeks the Early Years children have been getting to know each other 

and making new friends. They’ve also enjoyed lots of outdoor-learning including  

completing an obstacle course, counting ‘water beads’, drawing in shaving foam, reciting 

rhymes/playing instruments on the stage, following recipes in the mud kitchen, working in 

the role-play ‘office’ and exploring the school field. They’ve also had their first full-days at 

school and were beautifully behaved at lunchtime! 

Here are some pictures showing some of our learning. We’ve made a wonderful start to the 

school year!                     Mrs Stubbs         

                              

 

 

 

 



 

Year 1 

 

In year 1, we have just finished our first 

block of writing! The children have 

worked exceptionally hard on this. We 

have also been busy learning about 

subtraction and have used numicon 

and beadstrings to practise this 

skill.  Tomorrow we will be making  

teddy bears as part of our art day - 

photos will follow on the next news 

line. I will also be looking at reading 

records over the next couple of weeks 

to see which children have reached 

their next bookworm badge so get 

reading everybody! Thank you. 

 

    Miss Smith 

Year 2 

Year 2 have had a brilliant week. We 

have finished writing our own versions of 

Lost and Found and have really in-

creased the quantity of our work and our 

presentation is also improving. In science, 

we have been learning about how to tell 

if something is living or not. We learnt an 

acronym, MRS GREN, to help us  

remember the life processes and used it 

in discussion to work out if something was 

alive. Some children showed great  

courage in disagreeing (politely) with 

their classmates’ opinions to extend the 

discussion. We made beautiful posters to 

help us remember the tricky scientific  

vocabulary.            Mrs Darley 



 

Year 3 

For the past two weeks, we have been  

looking at many different aspects in the  

curriculum. We had our first History day where 

we worked in small groups to create a  

timeline beyond our own living memory. We 

also looked at different artefacts to place 

them on a timeline to help our understanding 

of time. We researched different modes of 

transport throughout time and how they 

have changed society for many different 

reasons.   We have also relished in writing our 

adventure stories and have progressed 

further with ‘Erin and The Secret of the Black 

Rock’. We researched a variety of  

underwater creatures that Erin saw and  

appreciated in our story so far. 

In maths, we have been focusing on our 

times tables.  Our class have been very  

resilient and have made fantastic  

improvements at being fluent. We have now 

come to the end of our place value  

understanding and will be moving on to  

addition and subtraction. We are excited to 

move on and improve our new skills. 

    Miss Dean-Turner 

 

 

 

 

Year 4 

It has been a busy week in Year 4. The 

children have been doing some  

excellent writing about ‘Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory’ and are now  

planning their own stories. We have  

begun investigating solids, liquids and 

gases by categorising materials even  

exploring non-Newtonian substances! In 

maths, the children have been working 

hard on their times tables and this week 

are memorising their 6 times tables.  

   

 

There has been some confusion over the 

homework, as the policy has had to 

change due to the Covid-19 procedures. 

From now on, the spellings will be  

uploaded to our class page on the 

school website on a weekly basis ready 

for our test on a Thursday. Homework 

books will be handed in at the end of 

each half-term. Please continue to send 

in Reading Records on a Friday and they 

will be returned to you on the following 

Monday.  

                           Miss Guest 



 

Year 5 

We have been inspired by Kathryn Rundell in our English Lessons and have just completed 

our writing unit based on ‘The Explorer.’ I have been really pleased with how hard the chil-

dren have been working and they have produced some fantastic writing. Here are a few 

examples for you to enjoy!!  

Well done Year 5!                                      Mrs Chapman 

We look forward to showing you some exciting science work in the next newsletter. 



 

Year 6 

Year 6 children really enjoyed sharing their learning with the rest of the school via our 

‘zoom’ celebration assembly last Friday. We were able to celebrate the fantastic work that 

the children have produced over the course of the first few weeks back in school. 

Our ‘Deforestation’ poems are now complete, and on display on our celebration wall in 

the classroom (see attached photos for example work). The standard of poem produced 

was fabulous and all of the children worked so hard to gather the range of vocabulary and 

figurative language that was to be included in their work. In literacy this week, we have 

started to study suspense writing- we look forward to sharing our short suspense stories with 

you in the near future! 

In mathematics, we have been practising our written methods of calculation, and our 

mental strategies which includes our daily times tables team game. We have also investi-

gated consecutive numbers, and our problem-solving has involved multi-step word prob-

lems! 

Finally, as part of our topic work this week, we have been looking at how different groups of 

people use The Amazon Rainforest in different ways. We have been considering whether 

this use is sustainable, or if in fact the groups are exploiting this habitat and therefore  

threatening the long-term future of the rainforest. 

Mr.M. 


